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Columbia University’s School of Social Work is a top ranked school and the first social work school established in the U.S.

Since 1898, Columbia faculty and alumni have played a leading role in advancing the field of social work through scholarly and professional contributions. What began as an intervention in the conditions of urban industrial life at the end of the 19th century has evolved into a global field that impacts nearly every area of social and political life. Our students graduate prepared to face 21st-century challenges.
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Quick Links








MSW Program

Learn more about the MSW program, on-campus and online, and the many options for specializing your social work education.













Ph.D. Program

Ready to take your social work education further? Learn more about our doctoral program.













Continuing Education

Stay up to date on the latest trends and techniques in the profession with CSSW’s Continuing Ed. programs.













Current Students

Stay up to date on each semester’s requirements, classes, and events.













Admitted Students

Learn which steps to take to transition from admit to current student.













Alumni

Join our global network of illustrious alumni.

















News






NYC has the highest concentration of millionaires worldwide. 25% of...

In the city so nice they named it twice, more than half of the population is living in poverty or close...

Read more







Announcing Global Cohort for Dart Center's Institute on Reporting on...

The institute will bring together 30 journalists from 17 countries for four-days of panels, workshops and conversations on early childhood...

Read more







Nearly 2M NYC residents live in poverty, including 1 in...

Over half of New York City residents either live in poverty or are low-income, according to a new report from anti-poverty...

Read more









Upcoming Events






Immigration Justice for Women – Panel Event Spotlighting African Diaspora...


26
Mar, 2024


View Event







Beyond the Bars 2024 Conference: Justice Beyond Punishment


04
Apr, 2024


View Event







Sexual Violence: Dynamics & Implications for Trauma-Informed Care


05
Apr, 2024


View Event









Social Feed 






CSSW on Twitter


In the @timesunion, Kitty Gelberg, a member of the @ColumbiaSIG-led HEALing Communities Study, argues that timely death certificate completion can...

View tweet








CSSW on YouTube


We are excited to share this recording of an insightful discussion between alum Annabelle Qian, Dean Melissa Begg, and ...

Watch video








CSSW on Instagram


The Offices of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and Student Life are partnering to celebrate LGBTQ+ Pride with the #CSSW community!...

See post















About CSSW
	Columbia School of Social Work has been a leader in social work education and research since 1898. It joins rigorous academic theory with real-world practice to enhance the welfare of citizens and communities in New York City, the nation and around the world.

Columbia School of Social Work

1255 Amsterdam Avenue

New York, NY

10027-5927

Go to map and directions

Questions? Contact us

For faculty and staff: Administrative Resources





 


News
	
NYC has the highest concentration of millionaires worldwide. 25% of its children live in poverty, report says
February 25, 2024

	
Announcing Global Cohort for Dart Center’s Institute on Reporting on Early Childhood and Caregivers
February 22, 2024

	
Nearly 2M NYC residents live in poverty, including 1 in 4 children: report
February 21, 2024




 


Keep in touch with us
Interested in getting information on our news & events?
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